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In the name of God, most Gracious, most Compassionate 

Untitled Agreement [between Syrian Defence Forces and the Islamic State] 

A. Military:  

1. An immediate cessation of all fighting between the two parties until the end date of negotiations. 

2. The duration of the truce is a month with possibility for extension, beginning on 20/11/2017 and 

ending 28/12/2017. 

3. The two parties will determine safe geographical boundaries [a demarcation line]. 

4. The soldiers of the Islamic state [must not] be subjected to attack whilst carrying out military 

actions against parties outside of this agreement. 

5. All military actions against the Islamic State [by the Syrian Defence Force] will cease including 

airstrikes and artillery. 

6. The Islamic State is committed to ending military action against the other party in the agreement. 

7. The Islamic State is committed to ending security actions […]1 during the agreement [period] in 

the direct conflict area in Barka province [Hassakeh]. 

8. Both parties will establish a military coordination room and install a hotline between them. 

9. Establishing communications will solve accidental or erroneous firing and the responsible party 

will provide a reason as well as immediately resolve the matter. 

10. Military coordinators from both sides will report any movement on the front lines and their 

destination, as well as their purpose and proximity to either party, to ensure stability. 

 

B. Political: 

1. Islamic State soldiers captured before this agreement by the Syrian Defence Force will not be 

handed over to any party beyond this agreement and negotiations will remain between agreement 

parties. 

2. Working on the issue of prisoners with the competent authorities of both parties. 

3. Define the regions and parties involved in the agreement. 

4. Non-exposure of the arrivals to the territory of the Islamic state from Jaysh al-Muhajirin wal-

Ansar. 

5. Any breach [of the agreement] by any party will be registered and referred to the competent 

authority. 

                                                           
1 Uncertain. 
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6. Existing problems will be solved directly between the parties. 

 

D. Economic: 

1. Trade crossings to the Islamic State magistrate will open and neither side will block movement of 

goods. 

2. Remaining oil wells under the authority of the Islamic State will remain under their authority. 

3. Syrian Defence Forces will provide safety to Islamic State fighters leaving their territories for the 

purpose of medical treatment. 

The truce will end on the agreed date or when a party annuls the terms of the truce. The Islamic 

State does not breach covenants and works to fulfil the obligations and is not responsible for any 

individual behaviour of its members or loyalists other than its soldiers. 

Only Allah leads to prosperity and guides to the straight path. 

 

 

 

Source: Terror Events, Twitter Account, 27 November 2017, 

https://twitter.com/TerrorEvents/status/935276430837080066  
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